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A tsunami overwhelmed us …

31 Dec-2019: A new 
Coronavirus was identified in 
Wuhan (China)

11 Mar-2020: the WHO 
declared a global pandemic.

20-Mar-2020: Guidance to 
sponsors on how to manage 
clinical trials during the COVID-
19 pandemic (4 February 2021 
v4)

21 Feb-2020: First confirmed 
case of SARS-CoV-2 in Italy



“Behind every problem there is an opportunity” 
(Galileo Galilei)

Pandemic experience has accelerated the use 

of innovative technologies in the clinical 

research



EMA Guidance to sponsors on how to manage 
clinical trials during the COVID-19 pandemic

• Where a trial participant is unable 

to attend the site, other measures 

may be required.

• However, the limitations and risks 

of such methods should be taken 

into account.

New 
Measures

Data quality
and integrity

Subject
safety



Clinical trial activities during the pandemic 

according the EMA Guidance

Start-up

• EC and CA study evaluation sessions

Recruitment 
and treatment

• Procedure for Informed Consent

• IMP management

• Clinical tests

Monitoring

• Centralized monitoring

• Remote Source Data Verification

Increased 

use of 

digital 

technologies



The pandemic has highlighted the 

possibility of decentralizing specific 

elements of clinical research that 

can work even in a "non-pandemic" 

situation and could become the 

"standard” moving forward



Decentralized Clinical Trial

“Bring the trials to the patient by utilizing local 

healthcare providers, optimizing digital health 

technologies, and enabling the voice of the patient 

in order to accelerate medical product development, 

speed delivery of therapies to patients, and create 

efficiencies across clinical research processes”

Decentralized Clinical Trials Working Party (ACRO DCT WP) 

They are characterized by the use of telemedicine and digital technologies that allow some or all of the 

testing activities take place outside traditional testing sites



Patient-centric Trials and Real-world data Trials

Patient-centric 

Trials

Decentralized 

Clinical Trials

Real World 

Data Trials

Trials specifically 

designed according 

to patient needs

Trials that 

collect data 

from real life
Market 

Access

Enrolment 

speed



Partially Decentralized/Hybrid Approaches

Traditional Decentralized

Hybrid solutions

• a designated trial site at which specific trial-

related activities occur (e.g., chest X-rays) while 

allowing other procedures (e.g., blood draws, 

treatment administration) to be completed 

elsewhere,

• data collection both within and outside of the 

clinical setting using mobile technologies, and/or

• trial participants and investigative site personnel 

interacting both at a clinical site and via video 

or teleconferencing.

Such hybrid approaches can increase trial flexibility



Impact of decentralization on several domains

Consent

Safety 

Monitoring

Efficacy 

Assessment

Site 

Monitoring

Delivery of 

Treatment



Safety Monitoring

Site
Patient

• Procedures well documented

• Staff well trained

• Escalation plan for safety communication

• Review safety data in timely manner

• Contracts in place to react over distance

• Training and education

• Technological skills



Safety management in DCT

RISK 
ASSESSMENT

PATIENT 
SAFETY

TRIAL 
SUCCESS

DCT are less suitable for early phase trial or any study using an IMP 

that does not have an established safety profile

Developing a risk assessment plan should be considered at the beginning of a project’s lifecycle, and 

intermittent project level risk reviews should continue for the course of the trial



DCTs initiatives

DCT WP provides a set of operational best 

practices for the implementation of 

decentralized clinical trials that will be helpful to 

sponsors and research organizations



DCT Risk Assessment Tool

DCT Risk Assessment Considerations workbook was inspired by TransCelerate

Biopharma INC. Risk Assessment Catagorization Tool (RACT) 



Advantages Concerns

More 

data

More 

patients

Faster 

recruitment

Drop-out 

decrease
Protocol 

adherence

Selection 

bias

More 

complexity

Human 

factor



Conclusions

• We are facing a progressive shift of the various clinical research activities around 

the patient

• Innovation allows to accelerate the development of a product, speeding up the 

delivery of therapies to the patient and making clinical research processes more 

efficient

• Hold to the same standard as traditional trials

• Clearly articulate remote safety monitoring procedures and train investigative staff

• Develop protocol-specific safety monitoring and communication escalation plans

in the respect of the rights, 
safety and well-being of trial subjects


